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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Within the school population, there are many
childr.en who have special needs.

Kirk states there

are from 10 per cent to 15 per cent who are handicapped.
From two to three children in 1000 are blind; four to
six in 1000 are partially seeing, and twenty to thirty
in 1000 have learning disabilities.

From one-fourth

to one-third of this 10 per cent to 15 per cent receive
special services. l Within the remaining three-fourths
to two-thirds population of handicapped children without services is a group of blind children who are
mUltihandicapped.
Need fox:., th!_ s tud.l
A minimal amount of research has been done with
the mental retardate who is blind.

Even less has been

done to ascertain the reasons for the blind child's
inability to learn.

Blind children who have been unable

to learn to read have been considered uneducable.

ISamuel Kirk, "Educating the Handicapped,"
Contemporary Issu~ in American Education, (Washington:
Government prIntIng Olfice, 1965), pp. 89-96.

2

They have been clas.ified through testing, using the
Sayee adaptation of the Stanford-Binet 10 Test, to be
retarded.

Why are they unable to read?

through other media than reading?

Can they learn

Can some of the

potential of the crucially inexperienced blind child
be reached by initiating the concrete-experience
theory of Piaqet, beginning with the stage of sensory
perception?
Because of the over-crowded conditions and the
lack of qualified personnel, the Indiana State School
for the Blind has been unable: to take care of the
needs of these children with multiple handicaps.
During the year of 1965 over forty blind children who
were unable to read braille and who, according to the
measurement of an IQ test were unable to learn, were
dismissed from the Indiana State School for the Blind.
They returned to their homes; and in the cases where
a class for exceptional children was provided in the
community, some of the children were permitted to
attend these classes.

Most of the children dismissed

each year have had no opportunity for education.
Teachers Feel Needs
Due to lack of training in the specific
problems, teachers have been unable to help these

blind multihandicapped children.

Although blindness

vaa not the major disability, some teachers have been
concerned about the blindness because they have not
understood how to teach without the printed textbook.
Or when they have had no experience teaching blind
children, they have misinterpreted the physical and
psychological characteristics which may accompany
blindness.

Many blind children have special problems

including inertia, or the lack of will to do or learn,
poor muscular coordination; limited background of
experience; and poor orientation and mobility, sometimes involVing a fear of being hurt while moving
about. 2 Morris reports also, relative to these
characteristics:
These difficulties are related to each
other in such a way that one child may have
more than one weakness. This can be seen
in a case wh0re inertia is so encompassing
of the wholc'r.>ersonality, that it can be the
cause of ~ne or all three of the other
problems.
Since children who are blind and slow-to-learn
generally do not maximize the use of their sensory
organs, they appear less capable to the adult.

From

the time the child is born he begins to learn from

20ui da Fae Morris, "The Introduction to Reading

by Touch" (unpUblished Master's thesis, The University
of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 1966), p. 15.
3Ibid.

people aDd from
~b.

objec~s

in

~he

environment

a8

he uses

primary senses of seeing, hearinq, smelling,

ta.~in9,

and

~ouching.

The blind child must be given

many and varied opportunities to use his senses,
particularly during the earliest period of his life,
for these senses beoome his textbook for learning.
But many blind children begin their school experience
with sensory organs that are untrained, underdeveloped; and because of this, they frequently are
considered stubborn and unresponsive.

It has been

well demonstrated that attributes which the teacher
considers to exist will be reinforced as a direct
result of relationships based on this impression.
The subsequent self-concept of the child is one of
feeling worthless, defeated.
a feeling of inadequacy.

The teacher, too, has

She needs help in diag-

nosing the problems and in planning specific
curriculum materials to be used with the children.
prOblem
Can an experience-oriented method of teaching
be effective in developing the potential of the blind

5

child who i. crucially inexperienced and therefore
unable to learn

~ouqh

the usual methods?

Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this project was to study the
process and the outcome of an experience-oriented
model desiqned for a set of identical twin girls who
were blind and who were considered, through testing
the lQ, to be mentally retarded.
Teaching-team
The teaching-team working in the project consisted of two teachers, the mother, three volunteers
(one who taught dance, one who taught music, and
another who transcribed experience stories into
braille and helped the girls with reading), and the
consultant who evaluated the girls' progress at the
end of the school year as well as at the beginning.
The school administration of the Metropolitan School
District of Taylor Township and the Division of
Special Education in the Indiana State Department of
Public Instruction were the sponsoring bodies.
I
I'

'ii,I
~

.1

'1

The

total personnel of the project discussed objectives
and evaluated together.

It

6

The girls met with the teachers on three days
a week, and the mother was given suggestions for
things to do 1n the home on the other two days.

day a week was devoted to a field trip.

One

Part of the

time, each teacher was with one of the girls; part
of the time the girls were together.

The writer was

the director of the project and served as one of the
two teachers.
Theoretical Framework
The experience-oriented method used in
teaching the sUbjects was based on the writer's study
of Piaget's theory of intellectual development.
Piaget shows how intelligence processes begin
developing at birth and how a shift occurs later from
motor symbols to conceptual symbols.

One grows out

of the other. 4
This general concept guided the pattern of
procedure more than any specific analysis of the
stages of development during the sensorimotor period
of Piaqet's theory.

However an effort was made to

4J ohn L. Phillips, Jr., The Origins of
Intellect, Piaget's Theory (San Francisco: W. H.
Freeman and Company), 1969.
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supply experiences which appeared
~he sUbjec~s

background of

~b. sen8orimo~or

are

buil~

upon

experi.en~ers

~ions be

period.

~he

be lacking in the

six stages of

"la~er developmen~s

Since

founda~ions

asked

during

~o

laid in infancy,"5 the

~he ques~ion:

laid at a later time?

If

could

~hese

concre~e

founda-

experiences

were provided in the effort to develop the sensorimo~or

period later in life, could the next period

develop, enabling

the~:'subjec~s

to reach a potential

that was undeveloped?
During the sensorimotor period, different
children pass through the sequence of stages at
different rates.

Even though other processes may be

operating at the same time, the stage is named for the
process that has become operative most recently.

Each

stage is the formation of a total structure that
includes its predecessors within it as necessary substructures.

Regardless of the intellectual potential,

the child passes

~hrou9h

the same sequences, only at

differen~ ra~es.6

SJohn L. Phillips,
I,I
11

il

Jr.,

~. ci~., p. 86.

6David Elkind, in a lec~ure given at Indiana

S~a~e University, April 12, 1969.

8

The sensorimotor period of Piaqet's theory
falls into I

Sta2e 1 (0-1 month)

motor Schemata:
months)

The Use of

Exercising Sensori-

Reflexes~

Prtmary Circular Reactions;

Acquired Adaptations; Stage
dary Circular Reactions:
Adaptations;

~ta~!

Secondary Schemata:

Stage 2 (1-4
The First

! (4-8 months)

Secon-

Beginning of Intentional

(8-12 months)

Coordination of

Acquisition of Instrumental

Behavior and Active Search for the Vanished Object;
Sta~~

5 (12-18 months)

Discovery of New Means:

Tertiary Circular Reactions:
~tage

6 (18-24 months)

Invention of New Means Through Mental Combination:
Internal Representation of Actions in the External
World. 7
since stage one and stage two involve the
inherited structures and their integration into habits
and patterns according to the environmental stimuli,
and stage three encompasses the first two through
reinforcement, it would appear that the SUbjects were
lacking in their interaction with the environment at
a time when orientation was., object-centered and
'JOhn Phillips, ~. cit., p. 89.

9

C9nstruction of space was dependent on the development of object permanence.

Due to this lack of

stimuli, the body movements developed little sign1£icant motor meanings.

It was at this point, in stage four,

that the motor meanings appear to have been slow in
developing.

Therefore motor meanings could not be

replaced with symbolic meanings.

The subjects

appear to have remained egocentric, unable to partake
of their surroundings.
The sUbjeots had reached the age of 14 years
when this educational experiment took place.

It was

necessary to ascertain which sensory and motor modalities were working and which were not and to
investigate the usefulness of the limited language
as a tool for other learning.
In stage five, the child should be able to
retain memory of events.

This stage was not developed

to the point of usefulness in the sUbjects until an
effort was made to teach them classification and
sequence through experiences.

Labeling objects and

experiences gave them appropriate vocabulary on which
to build further learning experiences.

Labeling the

10
objects gave meaning and more rapid recognition of the
familiar.

As they put newly learned words into struc-

ture, they began to organize language and to speak
with meaning. 8
Flavel1

9

points out that an act representing a

"part of an organized network of related acts" is an
operation.

It would seem, then, that the SUbjects,

through the attainment of useful language during
appropriate experiences, would begin to approach
conceptualization.

8Marion Blank, "How Children Learn," Science
and Technology, Jan., 1969" PP. 62-70.

'I
,.'
I:i

!I

U

~

'I

9J o hn H. Flavell, The Developmental Psychology
of Jean Piaget (Princeton, N.J.: D. Van Nostrand Co.,
Inc., 1963), p. 166.

, ::

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Little research has been done to ascertain the
reasons for the blind child's inability to learn.
Many children with the handicap of aevere visual impairment are considered retarded because they are unable to
learn in a group situation where the other children are
ready to learn through the traditional methods of
teaching.

The reading discussed in this chapter is

related to finding evidence of the belief that there
are reasons for the blind child's learning disabilities, and that these reasons are not unlike
those of the sighted child who has been deprived of
experiences which stimulate learning during the early
years of his life.
Sensorx

Expe~~ences

and the Perceptual Level of

Lea~~ini

The normal baby is born possessing very important built-in attributes.

He is prepared to receive

stimuli and to give primitive responses.

According

to one source, "At birth, visual perception is

12

probably ~he principle sense for ga~hering information. al
Marion Blank further

8ta~es

that hearing is not impor-

tant ~o learning in the first six months;2 therefore
when a child is born without vision, or loses it soon
af~er

birth, his

abili~y

to accept stimuli and to

respond to it is seriously impaired.
According to Piaget, learning follows a pattern
of continuous, adaptive process, each stage depending
on the organization of the learning structure which
has preceedad it. 3

If the child is deprived of the

natural means of stimuli during the first period of
intellectual development, at the end of the sensor imotor period, he is not fully integrated with his
environment unless other modalities are called on in
a deliberate attempt to assist the structure of learn-

ing.

Joseph Wepman says there are distinct differences

in children which are fundamental to learning.

These

differences effect the perceptual level of learning

lMarion Blank, "How Children Learn," Science
and Technologx, January, 1969, p. 64.
2 Ibid., p. 64.
3Millie Almy, Youn~ Children's Thinking: Studies
of Some Aspects of Piaqet s Theory (Columbia, New York:
Teachers College, ColumbIa University, 1966), pp. 166.
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¥bieh 1. basic
~h. forma~ion

~o ~h. concep~u.l

of concepts.

level of learning, to

These differences in each

child mU8t be understood at the 8en80ry-perception
level before focusinq on the conceptual level, the
final stage of learning. 4
Differences in children call for the use of
different pathways of learning.

Wepman states that

for some children the tactile and kinesthetic skills
are the best means and that when they are, they need
the same emphasis in developing them at the perceptual level in order to prepare these senses.

In this

way, the modality best adapted to the child's learning needs is called into use. 5
Researchers following Piaget's theory point
out the difference in the perceptual level of learning
and the final level of intellectual thought which comes
as a result of the way a child deals with the environment at the initial level.

Wolinsky points out that

Piaqet's endeavors are guided by a philosophy of

14

developmental intellectual functioning, and that perception i. different from intelligence.

"Perception

i. the knowledge we have of objects, as of movement,
by direct or immediate contact."6

Perception of

space is an aspect of early development, of perceptual behavior.

Representation of spaoe is a later

refinement, a part of cognitive or operational behavior. 7

Honstead suggests that at the level of

sensorimotor intelligenoe the permanent object will
develop, but tha-I: it will be an integral element of
the concept of conservation of matter which belongs
to the phase of concrete mental operations. 8

And

Decarie says, "The second period is distinguishable
from the period of sensorimotor intelligence by the
appearance of language and symbolic function which

6Gl oria F. Wolinsky, "Piaget's Theory of Perception: Insights for Educational Practices With
Children Who Have Perceptual Difficulties," Educating
Children With Learning Difficulties (New York:
Appleton-Century-Crolts, 1§67), p , -'423.
7 I bi d •

8carole Honstead, "The Developmental Theory
of Jean Piaget," Early Childhood Eduoation Rediscovered, Readings, ed. J. L. Frost (New York: Holt,
Rinehart and wInston, Inc., '1968), pp. 132-44.
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both presuppose the systematic use of representatlon.,,9
TWo

writers call attention to the dangers in-

volved in learninq for the blind child at this first
important level of learning.

Bommarita points to

three ways cognitive limitations are reflected for the
blind person in experiencing the outer world:

1.

With-

out vision perception is limited in numerous stimuli;
large man-made objects, stars, color, minute animals,
microscopic observations, and liquids.

Other modal-

ities must substitute in descriptive analogies.
2.

The tactual peroeption occurs by using the hands

only.

This limits input that might be reinforced

with visual and tactual perception combined.
3.

Perception from audition is dependent on the

initiative of another person and limits severely the
blind person's use of audition. l O In studying the
effects of retrolental fibroplasia, Krouse finds

----9Therese Gouin Decarie, Inte11i
and AffectivitI in Earl Childhood, translated y E. P. Brandt
ana L. W. Bran t (New York: International universities
Preas, Inc., 1965), p. 10.
1 0 ,
James W. Bommarita, "Implications of Severe
Visual Handicaps for School Personnel," The Record-Teacpers College, 70:526, March, 1969.

a

S.nce
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~ba~

1D pa.sive

intan~.

delayed motor coordination

ia usual. l l
In his experimental work, Piaqet reports the
necessity ot visual coordination with other stimuli:
It seems to us essential that the visual
schemas be coordinated with other schemata
of assimilation such as those of prehension,
hearing, or sucking. They must be organized
in a universe. It is their insertion in a
totality which is to c~2fer upon them an
incipient objectivity.
Relationships and

Self-ConceE~

Piaget believes that the phases of intellectual
development may be accelerated to a degree through the
manipUlation of the environment, but that the ability
of the child to be aware of his surroundings depends
on his ability to cope with a variety of eXFeriences
and to aEsimilate them. 1 3

It is the opinion of other

theorists that the ability to attack new experiences
with a feeling of success is related to a positive

llA.C. Krouse, "Effect of Retrolental Fibroplasia in Children," Archives of 0Eh~halm~lo2Y'
53:231, April, 1955.
..
l2 J e an Piaqet, The Origin of Intelligence in
Children, translated by Margaret Cook ~New York:
W. W. Norton and Company, ~nc., 1952), pp. 74-75.

I

I
ij

~l

l3Milton J .E. Senn, ltl.D., "Early Childhood
Education, For What Goals," Children (Washington:
u. S. Government Printing Office, DIvision of Public
Documents, 16:8-13, Jan.-Feb., 1969).
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.elf-concept, and that repeated failure contributes
to neqative self-concept.

Bruner sees a powerful

connection between emotions and the growth of concepta and ideas.

He sees these emotions modling both

the level and the nature of cognitive funotioning. l 4
The way a ohild feels about himself is the
reflection of the esteem in which he is held by the
adults in his life.

Even the world of objects is

viewed by the child according to the opinions other
persons have of him, but ••• pcontact with humans is
more important than stimulations from impersonal objects and human relationships are the primary factors
in helping ohildren learn. nl S

The importance of rela-

tionships is equally valid where the retarded child is
ooncerned, and the development of self-concept with
him is of basic interest because behavior with other
persons is oontrolled, in ?art, by the individual's
self-oonoept.

It oomes about as a consequence of

various experienoes of environmental situations.

If

experiences and environmental faotors oan be

l4J.S. Bruner, Towards a Theor of Instruction,
(Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press, 19 6), pp: 176.
-

t

1;1
tJ

ISsenn,

sa-

~~!., p , 10.

18
. .nipul.~ed in any way ~o enhance ~he development'of

poiitive self-concepts, they may be reflected in the
development of desired behavior. 16
The teacher seeks to help the child's selfimage through encouraging him as she gives praise for
a job done well, as she uses suggestions he makes.
"The slow-learning child, the emotionally disturbed,
and the immature make significant progress in a program where their own id.eas are valued and used. tl 17
The child who is treated differently is not apt
to develop a good image of himself and therefore the
image he projects to others is not adequate.

Norris,

Spaulding, and Brodie point out that because of this,
blind children often appear retarded when in reality
they are oapable of normal development physioa1ly and
intelleotua1ly, if there is a realistic understanding
of their needs. 1 8

I6 C• Laman Mayer, "Relationships of SelfConcepts and Social Variables in Retarded Children,"
Mental Oefioie~£I' 72:267, September, 1967.
l700ris M. Lee and R.V. Allen, Learning to
Read Through Experience (New York: MeredIth
PUblIshIng Co., 1963), p. 11.
l8 Miriam Norris, P.J. Spaulding, F.H. Brodie,
Blindnes8 in Children (Chicago: University of
ChIcago Press, 1957), p. 53.
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Bome Influences and Learninq Problems
It is only within the framework of satisfying
relationships that the child is able to move out to
broader experiences. 19 Relationships of the greatest
influence are those that take place in the home during
the earliest period of intellectual development and
during the time when foundations are laid for emotional
stability.

Blindness need not effect these areas of

growth in a detrimental way.

Degree of vision may

not be as important as the parents' feelings about it
and the way it affects their relationships with the
child. 2 0

Parental attitude may transfer to the child

as a feeling of rejection and cause him to be unable
to become aware of and to learn from his environment.
Children who are withdrawn and functioning below
their aqe level are usually regarded as mentally defective and are committed as such to institutions ill
equipped to meet the basic need which is emotional
19 J • Hollenbeak, "Pseudo-retardation in Retrolental Fibroplasia and Two Essential Factors in the
Development of Young Blind,Children," New Outlook for
the Blind, 47:301-315.
20 Dona l d M. Brieland, "A Comparative Study of
the Speech of Blind and Sighted Children," Speec~
Monographs, 17:99-103, March, 1950.

20

dlsturbance. 21

Escolona gives evidence that blind

children who are extremely limited in their process
have not been given freedom to explore and are insecure
in their relationships in the home.

The same writer

emphasizes the importance of the early months of life
and the preschool period, when he says they determine
the course of his later development:
The child's capacity to master his environment is definitely related to his security in
his family and the understanding that family
members have of his needs. The damage that
is done by prolonged failure to provide satisfaction of these needs is apt to be permanent.
It can be ~91y partially alleviated by later
treatment.
In an experiment with crucially inexperienced
children, McCarthy finds that a change in the attitude
of parents will bring about a growth of motivation and
progress in the children.

The introduction of educa-

tional materials into the home will cause the parents
and children to interact and bring increased interest

2l a • Barry, Jr., and Frances E. Marshall,
"Maladjustment and Maternal Rejection in Retrolental
Fibroplasia,· Mental algiene, 37:61, October, 1953.
22sibyl1e Escolona, "Emotional Development in
the First Year of Life,n Problems of Infancy and
Childhood, ed., Milton J.R. Senn, (New York:
josIah Macy, Jr. Foundation, 1953), p. 93.

21

on ~h. part at the children in the school environment

a8 well as in the home. 23
Kephart believes that damage acquired by the
child who is deprived of normal sensorimotor development results in disorderly symbolic functioning.

He

inquires into the relationship of sensorimotor constructions to intellectual performance.

Through the

introduction of needed sensorimotor exercises, the
child attempts to accommodate his inadequate cognitive structure to the structure of the environment
around him.

The established structure will be

changed, according to Kephart, when intervention is
made, at the point of breakdown, with remedial
activi.ties. 24
Language and Intellectual Abilitr
"Just as the child must learn to deal with perceptions, the child must learn to organize language. 1,25

22
Language development begins with sounds the baby makes,
and objects begin to have names by the latter part of
the second year or the third year of life. 26

In dis-

cussing the relationship of language to intellectual
development, Hunt makes the observation that when
children have only a few objects to explore, little
language develops; when there are no questions, the
child has no language development: such environmental
conditions prevent development of representative
imagery which promotes the development of speech. 27
Hilliard and Troxwell believe that early intervention
is necessary to avoid the effect of such deprivation
on language development 2 8 and Blank finds that for
the language deprived child, language and abstract
thought develop no meaning--the child is dependent
on those things which are tangible, those events
which are in the immediate present. 29

26J. McV.Hunt, "How Children Develop Intellectually," Children, 11:84, May-June, 1964.
27 I bi d . , 89.

I

i

28 G•H• Hilliard, and Eleanor Troxwell, "Informational Background as a Factor in Reading Readiness
and Reading Progress,tI !!-ementary School Journal,
38: 255-263 •

I'

';1

~i

/'1

29slank, 2£. ci 1:.., 69.

23

Three collaborators in research find maturation
to be an important factor in the area of language
development.

In their experimentation, they find the

lower 10 group have less sophisticated language than
the group with higher 10. 3 0
Reading and Experience
When the child has no meaning background, he
has no intrinsic motivation to read.

When he is given

experiences he can understand, his interest and his
ability to read are increased.

"The more the early

experiences in learning to read utilize what the child
already knows in ways which he clearly understands,
the easier it will be for him to learn to read. u3l
Giving children experiences is essential for
a good educational program and for a foundation of
reading.

Concepts are formed as the child thinks

about his experiences and puts them into words.

Lan-

guage develops as the child makes his experiences the
expression of his thoughts.

When reading is used in

30Robert Conrad, Peggy Gaulding, Sue Seitz,
"The Effects of Maturation'on Word Associations of the
Mentally Retarded," MUltivariate~havioralRe~e~r~,
4:79, Jan., 1969.

Ii
;1

~I

3lRu t h Strickland, The Language Arts in the
Elementary Schools (Boston: D.C. Heath, 1957), p. 103.
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process of learning as the expression of thouqht,

reading i8 an integral part of the experience.

Lee

and Allen recognize that experiences should precede
reading in order to give it meaning:
Reading is developing meaning from patterns
of symbols which one reco9nizes and endows
with meanings. It does not provide them. 3 2
Reich says there is an insufficiency of languaqe curriculum techniques to help exceptional
children, such as the Visually handicapped, overcome
the lag in oral languaqe development, and she suggests more frequent use of puppetry.

There is

evidence of growth in this activity as children
engage in active speaking and listening, as they
require the puppet to speak clearly.

Comprehension

is enhanced, individual thinking is encouraged, and
group cooperation is learned. 3 3
Using literature appropriate to the experience
of the child increases his interest in reading.

When

selecting poetic material for the beginning listener,

32 00r i s M. Lee and R.V. Allen, Learn!ni to Read
Throu2h Ex~eriences (New York: Meredith-Puni shing
Company, 1 63), p."2.

~1

~I

33Rosalyn Reich, "Puppetry--A Language Tool,"
~!etion~l Children, 34:103-109, April, 1968.
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one who has not mastered the language, the teacher
might find help in Chukovsky's points to guide the
writer of poems for children:

1.

Let every line sug-

gest an image, since children think in images.

2.

Make

the images change often, for children think of new ones
rapidly.
clapping.

3.

Cause the lines to provoke singing and

4.

Change the rhythm often.

lines be musical.
tiguous.

7.

6.

5.

Let the

Let the rhyming be often and con-

Let the rhyming words carry the story.

8.

Hake each line a sentence, a complete thought.

9.

Let the poem have more verbs and less adjectives.

10.

Let a short syllable follow a long one.

the verses suggest play.
to children.

13.

12.

11.

Let

Never read a bad poem

As the child grows in his maturity,

let him move toward poetry that will help him reach
out to new perceptions and thoughts. 34
The blind child needs vivid images with words
that express the experiences he has had, as he begins
to listen.

He needs to express his experiences in

words and read them back to himself at a later time.

34Kornei Chukovsky, From . Two_.to Fiy!, translated and edited by Miriam Morton (Berkely: University
of California Press, 1968), pp. 145-155.
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The more he hears (as he listens to literature and
music), and the more he feels (as he explores and
looks at words with the sense of touch), the more he
will reach out toward ~nderstandin9 the world and the
people who live in it.
Now the chief characteristic of man is
self-consciousness. The simplest mental act,
the act of sense-perception, is never merely
a change, physical or psychical, but consciousness of a change and of a distinction between
the self and the object. Knowledge consists •••
of the work of the mind. To know is to relate.35

35Thomas Hill Green, "Lectures on the Principles of Political Obligation, Enc
~ritannica,
(30th ad.), X~ pp. 852-5 •
I.
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CHAPTER III
DEFINITION OF TERMS AND
EQUIPMENT USED

In the text of this paper, the following terms
need to be defined for the reader.
Braille:

a system of embossed printing for

tactual reading, the individual unit being a cell of
six dots arranged in this manner: ••
••
••
Grade One Braille: a code which uses the
letters of the alphabet, punctuation signs, numerals,
and composition signs which are special to braille.
Words are given full spelling.
Grade One and a Half Braille:

a code which

uses grade one braille plus 44 contractions.
Grade Two Braille:

a code which uses grade

one braille plus 189 contractions or short-form words.
Braille as used in current literature usually refers
to grade 2 braille.
These three grades of braille may be compared
by examining the word "mother" as written in each:
qrade 1:

m-o-t-h-e-r- •• • •• : : ••• : •

grade 1 1/2:m-o-th-er
qrade 2:

mother

• • •

•• • • ••
••
• •
••
••

•

••
• •
•
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Contraction:

a symbol in the braille code

which is used to stand for more than one letter.

Example: • •
"and".
•
• •
Echolalia: repeating words in a babbling
manner.
~~perience 2pax:t:

writing stories of experi-

enoes, to read later.
Retrolental

~ibrop~asia:

a disease in which

the retina of the eye is damaged, resulting in
absolute blindness.
Braille clockface:

a clock face with braille

markings to be used at home to learn how to tell time.
Mitchell wire forms with matched planes a~~
volumes:

a set of geometric blocks and plane figures

used to help the girls relate objects in the environmentto forms they know,
Swail dot inverter:

a rubber mat and a spring-

mounted sharp point tv use for practice in hand
manipulation, tactual development, and transfer of
the concrete experiences with form to the abstract
concept formation through braille.
Constructo set:

a construction set with large

pieces to bolt together to be used primarily for

manual dexterity and for developing creative ability
to put into form the objects in the environment.
Spell~n9 fr~e

with braille W?rd~:

a frame

which is constructed so that word-cards may be slid
into it; used for word recognition.
Hoff ai.d:

a tool designed for caloulating

arithmetic, but to be used in this project for
immediate transcription of reading words.
Graphic aid:

a tool to use in constructing

plane geometric figures, to be used in conjunction
with the Mitchell wire forms set.

CHAPTBR IV
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT
At the beginning of October, when elis project
began, the subjects, identical twin girls, spoke. alike
in a mechanical monotone and moved together in a
stooped, shuffled fashion.

They were born 14 years ago

into a family with parents of average economical income
and one brother who preceded them by three years.

The

community in which they lived was a rural one near a
town of approximately 50,000 in northern Indiana.
When the girls were born prematurely, they were
placed in an oxygenized incubator.

As a result of

their need to remain in the incubator, they developed
~olental ~opl~s~~,

they were

prematur~the

complete blindness.

Since

doctor advised that they be

handled only when necessary and that they have no contacts with persons who were not caring for their
physical needs. 1
Unconsciously on the part of the mother, a
pattern of protectiveness appears to have continued

IJulia Anne George, aunt of the Ss, in an
interview, June, 1969. Permission to quote secured.
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during the first year of the lives of the children,
and as a consequence, very little outside stimuli
were afforded them as they passed through the period
of sensorimotor development.
The twins had been exposed to one brief nursery
group experience before entering the Indiana State
School for the Blind in 1961.

At that time they were

seven years of age and were unable to speak spontaneously.

Ouring the first year of school, sUbject A's

speech consisted primarily of echolalia.

The other

subject's speech development was not reported at that
time.

Throughout the ensuing four years at the school,

the progress of the girls was flalmost nil." 2
After the termination of their schooling at
the Indiana State School for the Blind in 1966, the
SUbjects were accepted for evaluation and treatment at
the Purdue Achievement Center for Children, under the
direction of Dr. Newell C. Kephart.

(At that time

they also attended a class for retarded children in
the public school system in Kokomo, Indiana.)

During

the period of eighteen months, after the initial

2Sarah Ashman, Psychometrist, in the written
termination summaries of SUbjects, May, 1966.
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evaluation, the qirls were re-evaluated six times,
and the ataff qave suggestions to the parents and the
teacher.
The sUbjects were still crucially inexperienced
and did not have the ability to use language appropriately at the age of 14 years, when the project
under discussion was initiated.

Therefore, the emphasis

was placed on givinq the girls many and varied experiences and on developing language to express the meanings
of these experiences.
Hypotheses
The design was structured to postulate the
following:

(1)

There is a difference in the ability to

form concepts when the crucially inexperienced blind
child is given remedial help through concrete experiences: and (2) there is noticeable growth in the ability
of the crucially inexperienced blind child to read
when he is introduced to reading through the
experience-chart method.
~Ejectives

At the beginning of the year, several basic
objectives were established to quide the planning of
the curriculum.

Experiences were planned to help the
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9irla form an
of ••If
80ft.

adequa~•••If-concept,

~hrou9h

I~

was

an understanding

becoming an individual, a unique per-

in~ended tha~

the girls should develop a

feeling of worthwhileness, accomplishment, successfulna.s, but that they should also accept realistic
expec~ation8

of themselves.

They needed to under-

stand their personal feelings and how to handle them
in acceptable ways.

They a180 needed to develop the

capacity for belonging and relating to others, both
individually and as a member of a group.
A plan was designed for develoEing skills of
communication:

listening, which would be one of the

two primary ways of learning; increasing the vocabulary; speaking in a well modulated voice; having the
abili~y

to infer motives and feelings--and to under-

stand the feelings of others; accepting limitations,
but making an effort to find social communication
with others.
TO help the girls develop a sense of the

aesthetic, experiences were provided in art, literature, music and dance.
was simple and basic.

Tne curriculum in these areas
It was introduced in an inci-

dental manner in the classroom experiences.

A

desirable outcome of these experiences was a better
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of the sighted world.

One of the major objectives was to help the
qirls become aware of their environment and to understand how to learn from it.

Many sensory perception

experiences were given to open the doors to learning
through each sense.

Particular attention was given

to the development of the tactual sense.

Through

exploration, an attempt was made to stimulate curiosity.
Trips were planned to find answers to questions; and
evaluations were made during and after the experiences
to develop the ability to recall and to learn how to
make sequence patterns.

Some experiences included

sorting and organizing information in order that the
girls might learn to classify objects which would
help them understand and interpret the sighted world.
As the girls expressed the meanings of experiences,
they related them to the teacher who wrote them down.
Later the girls read them back when they had been
transcribed into braille.

Other contacts with braille

were provided through games and labels on objects in
the home.

There was no emphasis on braille reading,

and no attempt was made to teach braille writing since
.!
IJ
lJ

,

the girls were not comfortable in reading •
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An attempt was made to help the girls develop
"

the ability to think

~antitatively

through experiences.

They were encouraged to learn simple quantitative
relationships since these would be needed to know how
to solve problems arising in natural situations.

They

were expected to understand simple concepts of time
and space.

It was hoped they would find pleasure in

recognizing geometric forms in everyday experiences.
This should enable them to develop a growing number
vocabulary to express meanings and ideas.
An objective which was fundamental to all the

others was that of good physioal and mental health,
including sex education.

Two books were used at home

in sex education, the mother consulting with the
teachers.)

Akin to this objective, but needing a

category of it's own was orientation.

Orientation

to their surroundings and the ability to be mobile
were important factors which influenced the

func~

tiona1 and social adaptability of the girls.

3Marian Jones, Bow ~o Tell the Retarded Girl
About Menstruation (Neenah, wIsconsIn: KlmberlyClark, 1967). An edition is available from the company
in braille.

CHAPTER V
THE METHOD OF PROCEDURE
This project was primarily one of action research (based on Piaget's theory) with some elements
of experimental and descriptive research.

The sub-

jects, blind identical twin girls, were selected by
the Indiana State Department of Education because
their parents had asked for help in educating them,
and they were willing to have them participate in the
educational experiment.
For four days during September, 1968, the subjects were evaluated by Ouida Faa Morris, a doctoral
student in special education of the blind at the
University of Minnesota.

This evaluation determined

that the direction during the school year would be
toward giving the girls a bombardment of experiences
designed to help them relate to their environment as
a primary source of learning.

The stated objectives

were used to set specific learning goals.

Each learn-

ing task was introduced through an encounter with
,i
I.i

appropriate experiences.

The tables included in this

'I

jo

chapter give examples of the creative curriculum
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developed ~o assist in the attainment of the goals.
Reeping the goals in mind, the teachers brought
them in frequently in planned and incidental ways.
The lack of concept forma~ion was prominent: therefore,
as experiences were planned, guiding concepts were
kept in mind.
Helping any s~udent feel secure in his new
environment is important.

Giving the blind child this

security is essential to his learning.

As the teachers

began their work with the girls, the need for orientation was a primary consideration.

When they first

entered the homes of the teachers where they were to
come three days a week,

~he

SUbjects were told where

large objects were located and were asked to find them.
Finding the objects was done through continuous encouragement from the teacher as she gave the position of
the object in relation to the position of the girl.
Spatial relationships were difficult.
girls were concerned, the

~bjects

As far as the

moved, not theI.

When an object had been found, the teacher would ask,
"Does the piano move?
Can it be moved?

Does it have moving parts?

How could it be moved?"

In an effort to help them feel the spaciousness
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of the outdoors, the girls were taken where they would
feel safe and free to move.

A grassy hill made an

appropriate place to learn to run up and down.

The

joyous response of this otherwise fearful movement was
made possible by the attitude of the teacher.

\'1hile

one of her objectives was to give the girls an opportun!ty to learn the concept of

It

up and down,

II

the

thought uppermost at this time was to promote a
feeling of security.

A pile of leaves provided addi-

tionaI material for learning how to "jump into"
something.
On returning to the classroom, the girls were
eager to write a story about the hill.

On another day,

they learned to run "forward" down the hill and to
climb up the hill walking "backwards."

When concepts

were understood first through the use of gross motor
movements, the finer muscles were employed to Itpl ac e
the shells at the top of the board by moving the hand
'up' to the top edge."
Even though the experiences varied each day,
the program was structured into blocks of time.

Each

day, the girls helped plan what would be done on the
following day within the blocks of time.

A day
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proceeded in this manner:
Recall:

"What did we do yesterday?H

up and down the hill."
like to do today?"

AWe ran

"What did ypu say you would

"Look at braille words."

New material:
-Here are the new words we
.
listed. They have been made into braille cards."
They looked at the words together:
down, up.

hill, ran, roll,

Two sets of cards for each allowed the

girls to find matching words.

They then were ready

to try to read the story they had written about
yesterday's experience.

The main purpose of the story

was not for reading, but to have practice in putting
events into sequence and to recall experiences.
Outdoor experiences:

SUbject A usually began

by repeating the experiences of the day before, because she felt less secure than Subject B.

While

Subject A was rolling down the hill with one teacher,
SUbject B was finding leaves with which to cover her
legs.

The second teacher was working on body concepts.
"Can you completely cover your right leg?

you like for me to cover them for you?

Would

How would you

like for me to cover everything except your head?

Why would it be better not to ever cover your head?"
When SUbject A was ready to try a new experience, it was usually because she wanted to see what
Subject B was doing.

Subject B then gave directions

to Subject A as the teacher had done for her, and
helped Subject A cover herself with leaves.
The next outdoor project was to take a nature
walk to record sounds on a battery tape recorder.
Lunch:
girls.

Simple items were prepared by the

They learned how to use kitchen tools and

equipment, and in an incidental

w~y,

they learned

number concepts as they counted people, plates, chairs
and glasses.
After lunch:

The mornings activities were

recalled and put into sequence.

The girls tried to

recall all the sounds they had heard; then they
checked them by listening to the tape.

At this point

one girl went into another room to use art materials
or to work with the constructo set while the other
9irl~dictated

her story for the day, recalling the

sequence of activities.

They then exchanged places

and before leaving planned with the teacher for the
following day.
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Altbouqh readinq was not a major objective for this
phase of the project, the girls were highly motivated
to read; therefore, the stories they composed were
transcribed into braille to be used on the following
day.
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kinds of different experiences is the background for
giving meaning to the words he reads, and this success
comes slowly to the child who has been confined to a
limited background of experiences.
The first period of intellectual development
begins during the first two years of life when the
child is usually engaged in sensorimotor experiences. l
If the child does not have the opportunity to move
about freely and explore his environment, he is less
able to benefit from additional experiences during
early childhood.
It was postulated that supplying some of the
experiences lacking in early childhood might supply
stimulation for the development of concepts that had
not been formed.

Therefore many sensory perception

experiences were provided for the subjects.
The blind child learns through hearing,
touching, smelling, and tasting.

The more senses

involved in one experience, the more realistic and
permanent is the learning.

Concepts may begin to

lJohn L. Phillips, Jr., The Origins of Intellect, Piaget's Theory, (San FrancIsco: W.R. Freeman
and Company, 1969), p. 16.
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fora as ~he child handles an apple, for example.
Each of the two girls was holding an apple as
she began to examine it.

As they played the game of

thinking of something whioh had not been thought of
before, they named the colors an apple might be, the
shape, the size.

When these familiar characteristics

had been recalled, the teacher prompted additional
description with questions:
there anything inside?
it what happens?
the apple?"

"How does it feel?

How do you know?

Is

If you shake

How could we find out what is inside

When the apple had been cut by one of the

girls, more exploration was made through feeling the
difference of the inside and the outside, by. smelling
and tasting, by diViding it into enough pieces for
everyone to taste.

On another day, they gathered

apples from the orchard and made an apple pie.

They

made a trip to the store to bUy apple juice and com·.
pared it with cider and vinegar.

The use of each of

their senses, even with the same object, opened new
doors to new learnings.
As the girls worked with art, music, and dance,
an emphasis was placed on expressing feelings; and an
effort was made to interpret to them the feelings of
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others expressed in music, stories, and poems.

"What

do you think Orville and Wilbur Wright liked to do
when they were boys?"

-How did they feel when the

airplane left the ground?"
Their interest in airplanes gave impetus to a
wealth of curriculum.

So high was motivation that

ideas for planning grew during a period of several
months.

Since they had never seen an airplane, the

first trip was to a small airport where they could
get into a plane, feel how big it was on the outside,
and talk with a pilot.

Because they wanted to see

how the whole plane looked, the teacher drew a simple
plane, outlined it with
it out.

yarn, and let the girls cut

Many sessions were planned around a trip to

Chicago in a jet plane.

Role playing helped the girls

understand what different personnel did atthe airport
after they had made trips to meet these people or had
them come to visit them.

The culminating reward for

this highly motivated activity was when the SUbjects
found that on their trip to Chicago, they could read
the braille describing a special air-space exhibit in

ii

the museum.

I

ti

;~,l

After this trip, beginning conversation with
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others was not so difficult.
about.

They had a trip to tell

They wrote stories about it, and they felt

good about themselves because they had done something
special.
Throughout the year, qoals were set which would
permit each girl to move at her own pace.

The curricu-

lum was kept spontaneous and creative to allow growth
of concepts to develop in a natural, unhurried manner.
Additional illustration of curriculum content
may be found in the accompanying tables (Tables I-VII)
and in the appendix.
In Tables I-VII, an attempt has been made to
show how the experiences of the project were used to
develop the objectives with the sUbjects.

An analysis

of the writer's interpretation of these experiences in
terms of Piaget's theory of intellectual development
is shown in the numerals and letters following the
experiences listed.

The numerals refer to the last

three stages of the sensorimotor period of development, as described in the theoretical framework in
Chapter I, p. 8 of this

p~per.

The letters refer to

the writer's interpretation of the movement toward
Piaget's succeeding periods of development in terms
of the pre-operational period.
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John L. Phillips, Jr. has used the following
terms to describe the areas of development in the
beqinning of the pre-operational period:

a.

con-

creteness, the mental experiment of running through
the symbols for events as they would occur;
b.

irreversibilitI I the inability to return to the

point of origin; c.

egocentrism, the inability to

take another person's point of view; d.

centerin2,

the inability to shift attention, the inclination to
focus on one detail; e.

status vs. transformation,

the ability to see one position with no ability to see
how it falls into this position; f.

transductive

reasonin9, the inability to see the difference
between reasons for given conditions. 2
Through the experiences listed in the tables,
the SUbjects were able to move beyond these inabilities.

2 I bi d . , pp. 59-67.
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TABLE I
EXAMPLES OF CURRICULUM USED IN
EXPERIENCE-ORIENTED TEACHING

Objective:

Forming a Self Concept.

Element.s

Types of
Experience

becoming an
individual

aUditory

calling their names
frequently--6c*

mUltiple

taking them separately
on trips--Sa
developing body concept--6c

physical

feeling of
success

Develop!d

b~

psychological

separating their
possessions--4d

verbalization

making up their own
stories--6a

reading

reading back their own
stories--6a

reading

writing letters to them
in braille--6c

organization

compiling a book of their
own compositions--Sa

auditory

giving praise for
achievement--6c

*Numerals refer to stages in Piaget's sensorimotor period of development described on p. 8.
Letters refer to the movement toward Piaget's
succeeding periods of development. See p. 45.
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TABLE I (continued)
Elements
relatinq
to others

acceptinq
themselves

I
I'

I

of
Experience

Type

Developed by

social

qettinq acquainted with
new persons--Sc

psycholoqical

discussing blindness,
how people "see U differences in people--6c

psycholoqical

playing roles to develop
understanding of feelings
of themselves and others-5,6c

psychological

receiving assurance that
it is normal to make
mistakes--6c

physical

developing posture that
denotes self-respect--4c

verbalization

learning words to express
feelings (sad, angry,
happy, afraid)--6f
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TABLE II
EXAMPLES OF CURRICULUM USED IN
EXPERIENCE-ORIENTED TEACHING
Objective:

Developing Skills of Communication
Types

Elements

Experienc~

Developed b'y

listening
with
attention

physical,
aUditory

taking them on "listening"
walks (identifying sounds,
likenesses and differences)
--6d

aUditory

taping sounds and recognizing them on play-back
--6d

aUditory

noting intensity and tempo
of sounds--5a

aUditory

listening for rhyming
words--5a

auditory,
physical

reproducing sounds which
have been heard (egg
beater, pouring water)--6b

auditory

listening to stories,
songs, and poems (verbal
and taped)--6d

auditory

listening games--6d

verbal,
physical

acting out stories with
puppets--5c

verbal

giving directions--6f

verbal,
auditory

recording and listening
to their voices--6b

aUditory

listening for pleasant
voices--6c

speakinq
clearly
and
pleasantly
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TABLE II (continned)

Bl...n~.

'l'ype of
E!perienge

(speakiaq
clearly

aUdit.ory

list.ening for angry
voices--6c

verbal

talking about an object
--6e

verbal

playing roles--6c

verbal,
aUditory

imitating voices--Sc

verbal

creative conversations
using puppets--Sc

verbal

discussing how people
feel in specific
situations--6c

multiple

participating in day
camps--6of

physical,
social

participating in dance
classes--6cf

verbal

retelling stories with
figures--6c

verbal,
physical,
recall

dramatizing part of a
story and recalling the
rest--6cf

organization

planning materials to
use in cooking and work
experiences--4,Sf

and
pleasant.ly)
relat.ing
t.o and
conversingwit.h peers,
adult.s

associating'
events in
sequence

Developed by
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TABLE II (continued)
Elements
predicting

and

recalling
accurately

increasing
vocabulary

Types of
Experience

Developed b:t

auditory,
verbal

listening for and repeating specific news
items on radio and TV
--6e

verbal,
recall

role playing what would
be done on a trip~ recalling what was done--6cf

mental
visualization

predicting what would happen next in a story--6f

verbal,
recall

repeating directions

aUditory

exploring new words as
they were encountered--6a

verbal,
aUditory

spelling words in response
to spontaneous curiosity
--6d

expressing
ideas in
thought
units

reading

using words from letters
received--S,6d

verbal

relating an experience--6a

verbal

telling about pets--6

verbal

making suggestions for
activlties--5,6a
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TABLE III
EXAMPLES

or

CURRICULUM USED IN

EXPERIENCE-ORIENTED TEACHING
Objective:
Elements
using
music

using art

using dance

Developinq a Sense of the Aesthetic
Type of

Experience

Developed by

vocal,
physical

singing and playing the
autoharp--Sc

creative

composing songs--6a

vocal

private voice lessons--6c

aUditory,
physical

private piano lessons--6c

physical,
psychological

finger painting--4c

creative

making craft articles
(beads, candles, baskets)
--5d

creative

makinq collage pictures
--4,Sc,d
.

creative

sand painting--4c,d

creative

modeling (clay, sawdust
dough)--Sa,d

physioal,
expressive

creative dancing--6e

social,
physical

class lessons in dancing
--6e

cultural

folk dancing--6e
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TABLE III (continued)
Type of

Blement:s

Experience

Developed by

using
lit:erat:ure

appreciat:ive,
cognitive

stories and poems--6a
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TABLE IV

EXAMPLES OF CURRICULUM USED IN
EXPERIENCE-ORIENTED TEACHING
Objective:

Developing an Awareness of
Their Environment

Types of

Elements

------

~xperience

Develoee~

perceivinq
with the
senses

hearing

using ear phones attached
to radio--5d

hearing

listening for high tones
and low tones--Sc

hearing

making loud and soft
noises--5c

hearing

using the stethoscope--Sd

hearing

listening to TV to identify
feelings by tonal quality,
voice inflection--6c

touching

feeling qames--S, 6d

touching

sorting nuts, spools bottle caps, sticks--4d

touching

using constructo set--4a

touching

enacting stories on flannel
board--6a

touching

cookinq--Sa

touching

using water--4d

touching

finger games--4a,d

touching

finger puppets and plays
--5,6,a,d

hI
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TABLE IV (continued)

Elements
lperceiving
with the
senses)

exploring

organizing
information

Types of
Experience
touching

using wooden cell--4,5a

touching

reading simple braille
--6a,d

touching

finding braille to read
in musewn-··-6a

smelling,
tasting

identifying objects by
odor and taste--S,6d

smelling,
tasting

identifying liquids, powders, solids, foods--S,6,d

smelling,
tasting

using the sense of smell
and taste in cooking--S,6,d

tactile

using new materials--4,Sd

tactile

describing new objects by
shape, siz~ weight, use,
texture--S,6,a,b

multiple

taking trips to the store,
the farm, the bakery, the
orchard, the airport--4,5a

verbal,
aUditory

beinq encouraged to ask
quest&ons about new experiences--6d

auditory,
tactile

learning about tasks of
personnel at airport--S,6c

auditory

learning duties of pilot
stewardess--6c
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TABLE IV (continued)
Elements

Types of
'??tperience

Developed bY'

(organizing
information)

mental
visualization

planning an airplane trip
--6a

verbal

writing stories to recall
details of trips--S,6a

verbal

relating new experiences
to previous ones--S,6a,d
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TABLE V
E~~LES

OF CURRICULUM USED IN

EXPERIENCE-ORIENTED TEACHING
Objective:
Elements

conceptualizing
time and
space

recognizing
shapes and
geometric

Developing Ability to Think Quantitatively
Types of
Experienoe

pevelo£ed

hX

taotile,
recall,
aUditory

evaluating weight, shape
and relative sizes of common containers and items
(boxes, coffee cans,
bottles)--6a

tactile

arranging shells in order
of 81ze--S,6a

tactile

classifying rocks and
shells (shape, size,
texture)--4,5,6d

mental

playing "guess-a-minute"
--6a

physical

using short time-limited
activities--5,6a

tactile,
recall

learning to tell time with
braille clock--6a

tactile

using braille ruler to
measure objects--4,S,6d

tactile,
recall

using Mitchell wire forms
to identify and compare
solid and plane figures
--4,6d

tactile,
recall

oonstructing plane geometric figures with the
graphic aid--4,6f

forms
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TABLE V (continued)

El...en~s
(recoq-

nizinq
shapes and

Types of
.!!!teerience
~actile,

recall

qeome~ric

forms)

relating
numbers

.I
I I

I
I

tl

Developed by
reproducing forms of objects in the environment
with constructo set--4,6a,f

tactile

developing abstract concept
of forms by using the Swail
dot inverter-·-6a I e

tactile,
recall

identifying objects in the
environment by form--4,6a,d

tactile,
mental

counting assorted items
--4,6a,d

tactile,
mental

learning simple sets with
common objects--6a,d

tactile,
mental

learning one-to-one
correspondence with common objects--4,6a,d

tactile,
mental

learning equivalence with
coins--6a,d

mental

planning and preparing
refreshments--5a,c
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TABLE VI
EXAMPLES OF CURRICULUM USED IN
EXPERIENCE-ORIENTED TEACHING
Objective:
Elements
improving
physical
health

improvinq
mental
health

Develop Good Physical and Mental Health
Types of
Experience

Developed bx:

physical

yoga exercises--Sc

physical,
psychological

creative dancing--S,6c

physical

learning to skip, jump
and run--4,Sc

physical

posture exercises--4,Sc

physical

encouraging pleasing m~n~:
ners in eating and phys'iGal
carriaqe--4,Sc
'

psychological,
verbal

discussing fears and
physiology--S,6c

psychological,
verbal

I

I:i
J

·l

~I

mi~con-

captions about their own",

discussing fears of bein9:.
rejected, physical harm,,'
--4,6c
",

TABLE VIr
EXAMPLES OF CORRICULUM USED IN

I:

l

EXPERIENCE-ORIENTED TEACHING
Objective:

i

Elements
developing
gross
motor

developing
spatial
orientation

Becomin9 Oriented to Their Surroundings
Types of
Experience

Devel~Eed

by

physical

using special exercises
recommended by Purdue
Achievement Center For
Children--4,5c

physical

using activities listed
under Physical Health
--4,5c

tactile

exploring mobile objects
and non-mobile objects
--4,5e

tactile

exploring rooms--4,5e

tactile

adapting to room
rearrangements--4,5e

tactile

learning to move about
without use of

physical,
psychological

arms--4,51~

learning to walk without
fear--4c

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The sUbjects, blind twins, 14 years of age,
were crucially inexperienced at the beginning of the
year and did not have the ability to use language
appropriately.

After a "bombardment

q

of experiences

which awakened interest and curiosity, the girls have
lost much of their mechanical monotone response, and
have gained in their ability to converse, to compose
their own experience stories and to read them back
t:

1

when they have been transcribed into braille.

The

experiences in a one-to-one situation and in a twoto-one situation hava enabled the girls to form
concepts which previously had no meaning for them.
SUbject B has moved from a feeling of inadequacy to one of being capable and eager to explore.
Her curiosity is pronounced, and since this is
necessary to learning, each successful attempt has
increased her motivation to learn.

Encouragement has

made her self-confidence grow and the consequence has
been to enable her to form more concepts through the
experiences of success and occasional failure.
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SUbject A's development of self confidence and
curiosity has been less observable, but her growth in
the ability to cope with emotional problems has been
outstanding_

Separation from the mother and the twin

was a source of emotional strain at the beginning of
the year.

This separation was accepted at the end of

the year.

This subject has been able to develop a

desire to look forward to some experiences.
Both girls have begun to be aware of the environment around them and to learn many things from it.
In the beginning they were fearful to move without
someone leading them, and therefore they were unable
to use the two sensory organs most helpful to their
perceptual learning:

the tactual and the aUditory.

The planned experiences to teach them sequence and
classification have brought them to the place where
they can now be offered some of the specific skills
of learning.

Further experiences will help them

reach whatever potential they have.

The ground work

has been laid during the past school year.

Further

development appears to be dependent on the continI
1:1
il

11

uation of the experience-oriented method of learning.
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Conclusions
Miss Onida Pae Morris, a doctoral student at
the University of Minnesota, evaluated the girls
before the project began and again in May.

Her final

written report has been summarized in the evaluation
found in Table VIII.

The first evaluation and

materials suggested to the mother are included in
the appendix section (Appendix B).
The purpose of this stUdy was not to show an increase in the 10 of the subjects.
additional 1Q test was not made.

Therefore an
There is not avail-

able at the present time any standardized test to
measure the aChievement of blind children at this
level.

Through observation, through evaluating taped

records of sessions, and through comparisons of
ability at the beginning and the end of the year to
verbalize, to classify, and to compose accounts of
their experiences, it appears that there was a discernible change in the ability of the subjects to
form concepts when they were given concrete experiences,
and that there was a pronounced growth in their ability
to read when they were introduced to the reading
materials they composed after experiences.

Therefore
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.;

it appears that both hypothese. (1) and (2) were

~

positive •

• ecOIIUDenc1ations
A program for these children and others who
are blind and have learning disabilities would be
expensive.

It might be helpful to research the

possibility, however, of its being less expensive
thanc:continual custodial care in a state-supported
institution.

The profits to the individual would be:

finding increased satisfaotion in life, and, in some
instances, being capable of partial self-support.
If space could be prOVided for a class offbur
children, two adults (a teacher willing to teach
through experiences and an assistant) could explore
the possibility of providing education for the blind
ohildren of Indiana who are unable to learn through
the usual textbook method of teaching.
It is the hope of the team of teachers working
in this project that the suggestions made here will be
helpful to teachers who find themselves facing the task
of teaching a child with -the double handicap of blindness and inability to respond to usual ways of teaching.
If the experience-oriented method were begun in the

home and con~lnued ~hrou9h the early education years,

Ii[I

much ot

'I·

learning could be averted, and ~he child could progress

)

~he

apathy,

iner~ia,

and unresponsiveness to

j

i

~oward wha~ever po~en~ial

he has without a feeling of

worthlessness to himself and to society. 1

I,
',j
:,
"~I

iJ

~

lsamuel Kirk, "Educating the Handicapped,"
Contemporary Issues in American Education (Washington:
u. S. Government PrIntIng OffIce, 1965), p. 95.
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TABLE VIII
PROGRESS EVALUATIONS
1966, 1968, 1969
Report from Termination
Summary, Indiana School
lor the BlInd, 1966

Report of Consultant:
EvaluatIon, September,

SUbject A

Both qirls lack

Academic progress:
"almost nil".
Perseveration of
speech.
Slow movement.
Some independence.
Recommendation: Eventual
placement In residential
institution for trainable
retarded individuals.
SUbject B
No ability to read.
Confused meaninqs.
Perseveration of
speech.
Insecure.
Recommendation: Eventual
placement In residential
institution for trainable
retarded individuals.

19611.

Self-esteem
Concept formation.
Appropriate vocabulary.
Background knowledge.
Recommendation: Give
gIrls a bombardment of
experiences to develop
basic knowledge of the
world.
Evaluation after first
year, Max 1969.
SUbject A
Uses new words well.
Shows curiosity.
Conversation span increased, but still
short.
Growth in voice expression.
(Subject A is lively in
conversation with
teachers).
Good memory.
Weak in arithmetic.
Needs more experience
in exploring tactually.
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PROGRESS EVALUATIONS (continued)

~,

;1-

I

i

Good memory.
Little growth in voice
expression.
Short conversation span.
Marked growth in emotional stability.
Simple addition beginning, no subtraction.
Recommendation: Both girls
need worK: in the following
areas, but at an individual
level:
Ability to compare.
Ability to associate.
Ability to see relationships.
Skills of skipping,
running, gross motor
coordination.
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX A
MOVEMENTS FOR CREATIVE DANCINGl

r
i

I',

A.

I

B.

Objective: To help children beoome free,
through music, to express themselves.

1.

We are not trying to teach set steps or

2.

We are trying to help the children feel
music and to express with their bodies.

even teach rhythm.

Basic movements and feelings used in guiding the
child toward his own unique way of dancing.
Musio suggested here has been selected from POP'S
FESTIVAL, by Arthur Fielder and the Boston Pops;
available from The Reader's Digest Association,
Pleasantville, New York, 10570. Price: $18.82.
1.

2.

Clap hands. (ttTurkish March, t1 from f'he B.~in~_
of Athe.n~, Beethoven.)
8.

Clap must come from within. When we clap
with our hands only, we do not say what
we feel.

b.

Clap without any noise. Hold hands still
and feel clap; see the bounce in your
fingers. Let the clap come out when you
feel it.

Begin feeling inner movement of music.
(Arkans~~ Traveler, Guion.)
a.

Pretend to bounce a ball, first with one
hand, then with the other hand, then with
both hands.

f

f

~.

ti

h!
'J

,1

lprepared by Ivey Hall, teacher of dance, in
consultation with F. Lull.
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b.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Pretend a ball is inside you and is
bouncinq you. Your feet bounce like
balls, first both, then separately.

Help stir the music inside.
Debussy)

(~everie,

a.

Sitting down, feel that you are holding
music in your hands. Pick it up; make
it big. Spread fingers apart, still
holding music.

b.

Close your eyes and let the music move
your anns and hands.

c.

Let the music lift you up. Grow like a
tree--from inside to your fingertips.

_'_c_

Turns.
(I Want to Hold Your Hand, by
Lennon-McCartney) -a.

Pretend you are a see-saw with arms
outstretched. You can go up and down.
You can also turn around and make people
spin.

b.

A tall pole inside you turns you around.

Learn to relax.
(Le ~giment De ~arnbre !!
by Planquette)

~~u~,

a.

The bouncing ball Iuoves around inside you.
Pick the ball up high. The ball rolls
over to one side of you rolling you over,
then the other side, then front, then
back.

b.

Feel floppy.

c.

Make a big see-saw with arms. Then let
the ball roll you around and around. Tip
and turn from inside.

Coordinate arms.

by Grieq)

Let your arms falloff.

("Nocturne" from Lyric

~ite,

7.

8.

a~

Sit tall. Pretend elastic is tied around
your fingers, stretching from one hand to
the other. Pull hands apart and back,
slowly. One hand can go way off, but then
comes back. (Loose elastic (rings) to
stretch gives the concept of pUlling and
letting go.)

b.

Let music move from oenter of your body
out through your hands and arms. Let
music lift you up.

c.

Pull everything with elastic. Let fingers
make tunnels for music to go out. If fingers are closed up, we are stuck inside
our fingers.

d.

Grow farther than fingers, from within.
Grow up to the sky. Reach up and pull the
sky down.

Coordinate all movements from within.
(Egyptian ~~oh, by J. Strauss)
a.

Bounoe on your toes. Feel like balloons
are under your heels and keep pushing
your heels up.

b.

Pretend to sit on something just slightly
and bounce on it.

c.

Pretend a string is tied from fingers on
one hand to toes of the same foot. When
you pull hands up, toes come up. Pull
knees up until they almost bump your nose.

d.

Dance close without bumping each other.

Total relaxation.
by Grief)

("Shepherd Boy" from LXri£

~uite,

a.

Have children lie down with arms outstretched overhead. Let them feel the
music roll them over without bumping
each other.
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b.

c.

Teacher takes hold of child's hands while
he is still lying down and gently swings
the child from side to side.

Individual Instruction
1.

Recognize and encourage every attempt at
beginning of original dancing. Help each
child develop his unique style.

2.

Some children may be ready to dance alone.
Compliment and praise; never criticize.

3.

Watch for steps that are individually theirs
and encourage them.

4.

Ignore movements that are not felt from
within. Gradually these will disappear.

5.

As the children develop their unique
personal style, use more and varied music.
They will begin responding to changes in
music.

6.

Each child will find a completely different
style of creative dance which will help in
his development toward a vital, confident
child.

APPENDIX B
EXERCISES FOR GROSS MOTOR DEV. l
Recommend~tions ~or Traini~:

The program presented below is based upon the staff's
observations of the twins' performance during the
Perceptual Motor Survey, the gross motor evaluation,
the observations of their motor abilities. These are
activities and tasks to be used by both girls unless
otherwise indicated.
A.

Balance:

(To increase competence and secure
exploration in space, as well as to
increase motor flexibility and more
efficient motor movement.)

1.

Begin by having the girls roll from their
backs to their sides and hold the position
for a few minutes as you rock them gently
back and forth.

2.

Repeat the above on the other side.

3.

Have the girls sit in the tailor fashion on
the floor. Have them place their hands flat
upon the floor on either side of their bodies
and, using their hands, rock from side to
side.

4.

On another occasion, have them place their
hands on their knees as you gently rock them
from side to side and back and forth. Verbalize the directions as you do so. Repeat
the above and have them verbalize the
deviations.

5.

Obtlain a board 12' long by 10" wide, elevate
both ends from the floor 4". Have the girls
crawl along this forwards and backwards, etc.

lRecommended by Purdue Achievement Center for
Children, Lafayette, Indiana.
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6.

While they lie on the l~ard, move it up and
down with your feet--sarne positions--lie on
back, on stomach, on side, sit, kneel, etc.

7.

Have them braoe themselves while they are on
the board.

8.

If you can obtain an old tractor tire cr some
other form, use this in the manner described
on the "Trampoline" sheet. Combine with
these activities as muoh speech as you can, such
as, "I am bouncing on my back," "I am clapping
my hands," etc.

9.

Swimming Pool:
a.

b.

Hold each girl on her back or have her
wear a swimming belt or inner tube to
help stabilize her. Place them in different positions (on stomach, on back,
side, straight up and down)--turn them
around. Have them call their position,
"I am on my stomach," etc.
If you have a rubber raft, have them lie
on it in different positions (sit on it,

kneel on it, occasionally rock it).
another time, have them rock it.

B.

At

c.

Have them lie on it and paddle it around
or sit on it and paddle it around. This
is good for differentiation of body
parts, too.

d.

At the end of each swimnling pool period,
give the girls a chance to explore and
experiment.

Differentiation:
1.

Head from Shoulders:

a.

Have the qirls lie on their backs; stand
astrid.e them, hold their arms and slowly
pUll them forward. Remind them to pull
their heads b~ck.

b.

Hold their shoulders down while they jerk
their heads up and forward. Have them
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do it. The shoulders should remain on
the floor.
c.
d.

e.
1

1
I

f.

I

1,
j j

!
~

:

g.

.~

C.

D.

Try the above while on their stomachs.
Again, while on their backs, have them
raise one arm up from the sides and place
a block or purse behinc their heads •.
Repeat with same arm 6 or 7 times. Do
the same with the other arm, then repeat
exercise while they are holding a dumboll
or other object. Initiation of the movements should come from the shoulders.
Start as above but have them hit a tambourine as the arms come up so they will
hear the sound, then re-inforce the
knowledge of the movement.
Try haVing the girls stretch their heels
downward as they stretch their fingertips
upward. Have them relax. Do the same
with the arms and legs on the right side,
then on the left side.
Please note the "Sequential Leg Development" sheet.

Body Image:

1.

Have the girls use rolling pins and roll from
their toes to their shoulders, behind the
head, and back.

2.

Buy Krazy Foam soap in the shake can. See if
they can spread the soap along one arm or leg
from the shoulder to fingers, from the hip to
foot. Then have them scrub it off with their
fingers.

3.

Different movements on the mattress or the
tube will help the girls to gain knowledge of
body parts.

4.

Dusting powder over their bodies after swimming is an activity the girls will enjoy.

Household Tools: (Co1Ubine a variety of movements
in a meaningful manner.)
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1.

Cover a window with glas9wax. The girls
should teel with their fingers first, then
remove it with a rag.

2.

Sand the length of boards placed in a vice
~
~ or held across a board so they will
have to go
l
~
~
Use first
one hand for a~hile, then the other, then
both together.

APPENDIX C

REPORT OF EVALUATION ON SUBJECTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR CURRICULUM REINFORCE~mNTl
Findings
The sUbjects seem to have developed the tactual discrimination and coordination necessary to
le.rn beginning braille. They are also quite eager
to learn to read. However, they lack the concepts,
vocabulary and background knowledge necessary to
insure continuing success in reading and advancement
in other school sUbjects.
Recommendations
I would ask the question, Is reading the most
important part of the education of these girls at
this time? Reading is very important in facilitating
education as most schools provide it, but it is not
the only avenue to learning. It may be wise to consider by-passing reading as the major approach to
learning at the present time. There are still at
least two avenues to learning available, learning
through experience and learning through listening.
It is more important that the girls be educated than
that they be readers. Rather than placing all your
emphasis and importance on reading, provide for the
twins to be learning.
The girls' present background of experience
(knowledge of the world learned from things they have
done) is extremely limited, and will hamper learning
through reading and listening. This background knowledge is basic to all formal education. For this
reason the most imEortant educational need of the
irls at tfie "resent tIme Is the develo~~~nt of a
as c know e ge 0 t e war d t roug a serlres-o-~
enriChing "experiences •. TnIs kind of learni~g can
best be achieved individually, rather than 1n a
class setting_
Educational Arrangements
Should a special education class for students
their age ever become available in their community,
placement in such a class should be pursued. In

-_._.lConsultant:

Ouida Fae Morris
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lieu of such a placement, it is recommended that the
parents provide for the girls basic learning experiences for the majornportion of this school year, and
then request re-evaluation for re-admission at the
State School for the Blind. When the girls attend
the state school they should return home at least
every other week-end and preferably every week-end
to continue their education through experiences. The
summers should also be used for this purpose if educational placement is not available. Recommendations
for this learning-through-experience follow.
Continue the dancing, singing, and piano lessons. Learning in many areas is important. Being a
part of a group is important to the girls. What are
the possibilities of such groups as Sunday School and
Girl Scouts?
If Sharon and Karon are not in school, the
mother will have almost total responsibility for them.
Could some relief be provided for her through paid or
co-operative sitting? This relief is important to the
mental health of all in the family.
The girls need to have some time and experiences
away from each other. Are there members of the family
who could have Sharon and Karon visit separately? Is
there someone in the community who could be "a friend"
to each of the girls? They need someone to visit
with, and talk about ordinary everyday things. Perhaps someone could visit with one twin at one time in
the week and someone else with the other at another
time. These separate visits would allow the mother to
provide individual teaching. Two possible places to
look for such persons would be as a project of a high
school service organization and through your church.
Possibly a grandmother whose grandchildren are away
would be interested. Is it possible that the girls
might go to different sessions of camp next summer?
If not that, could they be in separate cabins?
Ask the blind woman in your community if she
can write materials which the girls need in Grade Two
Braille. You could write down the story that is
needed and dictate it to her over the phone. It will
be good to pick up the braille materials as soon as
possible so that the girls can read their stories
soon after they've written them.
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Continue to build and review the activities
suq9··ted by Purdue. These things are still important.
Reading
1.
ALL reading materials should be in Grade Two
Braille.

2.
Use an experience approach to reading throughout the year. The girls are ready to start reading,
but do not give it the major emphasis or time.
3.
Have the girls dictate stories about things they
have done. Have these stories put into braille. Each
story should have a title and be on a separate page.
Using a title will help them learn to think about the
main idea of a story. An experience story should be
short and use repetition.
Write stories about significant things the
girls do, such as the activities suggested here.
Get a three-hole looseleaf notebook for each
girl. Cover each with a different fabric. Put each
girl's stories in her book.
4.
Items about the house such as refri~erator,
bed, chair, and door can be labeled in bra111e so that
the girls can learn-to read those words. Write one
word on a small piece of braille paper and place it
on the object with masking tape. Don't label anything
that will receive heat and don't leave the labels on
over a summer, as the masking tape will bake on.
5.
Provide the girls with things which ihey want
in braille, such as gift tags to put on the r
ChrIstmas gifts they give.
6.

Do not introduce braille writing this year.

7.
Cards with braille can have the upter left
corner clIpped off to use as a method ofdentIlYing
the top of the card. The girls will have to be
taught to use this aid.
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Arithmetic
1.
Get out and gather acorns, walnuts, rocks, etc.
to use for counting. Use many different things to
count, so they don't get the idea that you count only
pegs. Let each girl keep count of how many acorns
she has found. Then count the total. Spools and
bottle caps can be counted.
2.
Have them et out the number of ob ects ou
~ecifX. Then g1ve t em a group 0 ob ects an have
t em tell you how many there are. Teach them to move
one object at a time, away to the left as it is
counted. Use groups up to five, then u to ten, ~
~o fifteen and up to twentx. Wait unti one group
1S mastered before going on to the next.

t

3.
Cover a piece of cardboard about l2xlB inches
with flannel. Let the girls put the things they are
counting on it. It will help to keep things from
rolling away.
4.
Work on the idea ,:>f "one more". Have them
get out four spools. Then say, bIf you get out one
more, how many will you have?" Have them tell you
the answer. Then say, "Get one more and see if
you're right." Let them tell you if each was right.
Talk about the correct answer.
5.
Have the girls count at every opportunity.
Let one set the table and figure out, How many plates
are needed? How many Stoons, forks, glasses, c~ps,
serving spoons. Name a 1 the things that will need
serving spoons and let her count as you list.
6.
Put a braille clock where it is easily accessible to the girls. Write to American Foundation for
the Blind, 15 West 16th Street, New York, New York,
and ask for "Aids and Appliances for the Blind". A
clock can be ordered from this catalog.
In learning to tell time, set the clock many
times on the hour. Let them then learn the half hour.
then 15 minutes before and after the hour. Last
learn five minute intervals.
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Concept and Vocabulary Development

:i .

I

i

1.
Check books of children's poems out of the
library. Read different poems but find some few that
you can e~joy together often. Try to find poems about
what the girls are doing. If they like to swing read
"The Swing" by Robert Louis Stevenson.
Request "Poems to Read to the Very Young" in
braille from the Library for the Blind. Forget about
the braille, but it also has inkprint you can read.
If you go for a walk in the meadow read, "Susan Blue".
When you ride a bus, read "B's the Bus".
These books would be good. "Time for Poetry"
by May Hill Arbuthnot and "World of Christopher Robin"
by A.A. Milne.
2.
Read "The Listenin Walk" b Paul Shower,
Thomas Y. Crowel, 967. Take a listen1ng wa1. Take
another one In a week or two. Take at least one listening walk in each of the four seasons. Be sure to
talk about the things you hear and what produced the
sounds.

Take the tape recorder on one of the trips and
record the sounds you hear. When you get back the
girls can identify the sounds. Play the tape again in
about a month and see if they can still identify the
sounds.
3.
Use cookin2 as a way to learn new things and
how to follow exact instructions.
One approach to a task with three to five
steps is to tell them all the steps, and let them tell
the steps back to you. Use encouraging prompting.
"Yes that's right, but there's one other step before
that: Can you tell it?" "We'll use five things.
Can you name all of them?" "Yes, that's all the
things we'll use. Now can you remember what does in
first?" This can be a step to learning to put events
in sequence.
4.
Open and heat a can of soup. What did we do?
This can be another opportunity for putting events
into sequence.
5.
~1ake jello.
Use a measuring cup where theione
cup measure is at the top of the cup. Try measur ng
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the water before it is boiled. This way they can avoid
havinq to measure boiling water.
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6.
Make toaster toast and spread with soft butter.
They should reach the point that they do this for
themselves all the time. And 'they should occasionally do this for the family. This willrnessitate
counting and remembering that some people want more
than one piece.
7.
Let them learn to make your coffee and do it
for you occasionally. Learning to do things for themselves and others will help develop independence and
, self-reliance.
8.
Peel bananas, tangerines, and oranges. Use a
potato peeler to peel apples, potatoes and carrots.
This should help develop hand strength, also.
9.
Let the girls watch all the things you do as
you prepare some things. Help them be aware of the
spices and other ingredients you use. Let them learn
to identify various spices by taste and smell. See
if they can tell what spices are in something when
they eat it.
Use words like "spices" and "ingredients" and
the names of each as you talk together.
10.
Make an apple pie. Let them help peel the
apples with a potato peeler. See if they can recall
what you did. Can they guess why each step was done?
11.
Examine an apple. Ask, "Do you know what
color apples are?" "Are all apples this color?"
"What shape is it--round or square?" "What can an
apple do?" (grow, roll, falloff a tree, etc.)
"What can you do to an apple?" "Is an apple a vegtable, a fruit or a piece of furniture?" "What is
inside?" "On the top?" (stem--what is the stem
for?) "On the bottom?" (blossom-end) "What did
the apple grow from?" "What are the seeds for?"
Cut the apple and eat it.
12.
Make baked apples,' apple salad, apple sauce,
and apple sauce cake mix.
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13.
Make an apple pie with canned apples. Compare
the canned apples and fresh apples. When the pie is
eaten compare the two pies. "How are these apples
like the other apples we used?" "What do we call
these apples? the other apples?" "How are the canned
apples different from the fresh apples?" "Why are
they already peeled?" After eating the pie, "Which
kind of pie did you like better? Why?" "Why do you
sUppose someone would want to use canned apples?"
"Why do you suppose someone would want to use fresh
apples?" You will probably have to tell them about
season of the year and cost in answering these
questions.
14.
Buy a ready-made apple pie. Make the same
comparisons. ."What about the size of this pie and
the ones we made?"
15.
Get dried apples. Compare with other kinds
of apples. Taste. "What do you po with dried
apples?" "How can we find out how to prepare them?"
"Can you think of any other fruits that are dried?"
16.
Go to a grocery store where they can examine
the produce when the store isn't full of people.
Have them examine and identify many things. "How
did you know it was an apple? a carrot? an onion?"
Again you will probably need to use helpful prompting.
"Was it because it was round? Has a stem?" Was long
and pointed?" "Was it by the smell?" "Where do they
keep lettuce? ~'lhat kind of place is it?" "How did
you know what kind of place?'! "Why do they keep it
there?" "Where do they keep potatoes?" "Why?" You
may have to practically answer the questions after
you've asked them, without making them feel that you
answered them. "Look at the place where the lettuce
is. Is it hot or cold?" "Why is it cold?" "Where
do we keep lettuce at home?" "Is it hot or cold?"
"Why do we keep things in the refrigerator?"
17.
Take a walk in a shopping center or neighborhood shopping area. "See if you can tell what kind
of store we're passing. How did you know? They
should be able to use smell to identify restaurant,
bakery, shoe repair shop,. filling station and others.
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At that time go into one of the stores and look around.
18.
Go to a filling station. Make the bell ring.
Maybe record it on the tape recorder. Watch as the
servioe man fills the car with gas, checks the oil,
checks the battery, opens the hood, checks the tires,
and cleans the windshield. Use all the descriptive
words. Ask why and how questions. "Why did he open
the hood?" "Why do we put gas in the car?" "Why
does the station have a bell? What makes it work?"
19.
Go through the living room and find out about
everything in it, does it move? (vase, wall, window,
floor) Find out by moving everything or trying to
mmve it. Discover that some things move, but can't
go just any place, like a lamp or record player have
to be near a plug. If it doesn't move, figure out
why it doesn't.
Over a period of several weeks do this with
every room in the house inclUding the bathroom.

APPENDIX D
SAMPLES OF COMPOSITIONS
BY SUBJECTS
The first composition by Karron and Sharon together:
September, 1968.
Lemonade
We made lemonade.
We put ice in it.
We put sugar in it.
We put lemon juice in it.
We put lemon pieces in it.
We put water in it.
We stirred and stirred and stirred.
It was good lemonade.
May, 1969, composing separately:
Sharon Foust:
Chicago:
Karon and I went to Chicago.
Mrs. Lull and Mrs. Beam went, too.
We went on the airplane.
We went to a museum.
We stayed in a hotel.
We went to the lake.
We came home on the airplane.
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Karon Poust:
Chicago
We went to Chicaqo.
We went on the airplane.
We went up and up.
We went for a ride.
We saw a baby.
Scott was a good baby.
We went and went and went.
We had a qood time.
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